FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE

To: OPCA

Attn: Catherine Lamey,
JFK Task Force
Rm. 11144

From: San Juan
Contact: Constance M Johnson X-1529

Approved By: Weber, James K JKW/018

Drafted By: Johnson Constance M:cmj

Case ID #: 62-HQ-1029205 (Closed)

Title: John F. Kennedy Records Collection
Act of 1992 (The Act)

Synopsis: Results of search in the San Juan Office.

Administrative: Reply to 7/8/98 OPCA EC delayed due to
assignment of lead to White-Collar Crime Special Agent; receipt
of files from Pocatello and hand-search of archived files.

Enclosures: Ten (10) search slips, 16 indices cards,
four (4) files and one memorandum

Details: Searches were conducted by the following employees on
the dates set forth:

General Indices & ACS Omayra Melendez 8/3/98
Confidential Indices Vanessa Pittman 8/4/98
Elsur Indices Eledis Lugo 8/4/98
IIIA Indices Jesus Morfi 8/10/98
SAC files Mayda Santiago 8/4/98
FCI "archived" files Constance M. Johnson 8/13 &14/98
Random search General
Indices Constance M. Johnson 8/17/98

Material not previously accounted for pertains to files
105-5878, 105-6366, 105-6367, and 105-6491. The corresponding
indices cards are attached to the files. Indices cards located
but not previously reported are 62-514, 62-515, 62-496, 66-169,
66-240 and 89-72. Files pertaining to these indices cards could
not be located and neither was the classification log to check